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Please respond to the welcome poll



IN CHAT: Something new you really rocked (Location)

ROBIN: Cutting my husband’s long COVID hair (Los Angeles)



Cameras on:

• High fives to neighbors in gallery view

• Scavenger hunt

• Grab an object to tell a story about

• Write answers to Qs, hold paper up to camera, play bingo in gallery view

• Make a big movement or a funny sound, call on someone. They repeat yours, invent 
their own, then call on someone else. Repeat.

Breakout rooms:

• Random pairs, rapid fire questions, reshuffled into new rooms quickly.



According to the welcome poll results

• You all identify as…

• Do you feel comfortable helping others 
find and evaluate primary sources on the open web?



• Came up in archives, special collections, digital libraries

• Led the US Dept of Ed grant that led to TeachArchives.org

• Joint task force, SAA/ACRL-RBMS Primary Source Literacy Guidelines

• World’s first primary source literacy librarian

• Over the last 3 years, experimented more with general instruction

• This webinar is the result of that evolution



• You

• Your colleagues

• Teachers and students

• Patrons / users / readers / customers

Today’s lessons will be useful for staff training, reference services, 
and instruction programs.



In archives and special collections, even our most effective outreach, 
teaching, and research support is typically very institution-centered:

• “We have stuff you’ll be interested in!”

• “Have you thought of all of the ways you can use these collections?”

IN CHAT: Is that fair? What is your experience?



Our audiences don’t think that way.

• Researchers don’t care where materials live, how we are organized.

• Many (most?) researchers have a topic, are looking for sources.

• True research is never a one stop shop anyways.



As an archivist, you are well positioned to:

• Work with classes on topics your archive doesn’t address

• Help your audiences conduct research elsewhere



❑Brainstorming what kinds of records/evidence might exist, or not

❑Recognizing & reading different kinds of primary source materials 

❑Knowing whether a collection is unprocessed or processed 
(and what that means for using it)

❑Understanding a finding aid

❑Navigating very different digital collections interfaces

IN CHAT: what else?!



History

• From the time period/events being studied

Art / Literature / Music

• The work being studied

Science (and some social sciences)

• Primary experiment or research data



FIRST STEP



Give users time to brainstorm:

• Who, what, where

• All possible variants and synonyms

• Reference sources (including Wikipedia) can help

• “Mind map” to think of broader/narrower terms



Create a timeline and plot:

• Date ranges given by reference or secondary sources

• Key events

• Add about 70 years beyond key events to account for memoirs, etc.

• Life dates of key figures, if known





Searching for primary sources mayrequire knowing how the 
documents will discuss the topic (not how scholars will). So:

• Consider how terms have changed over time

• Consider what terms subjects/actors would use

• Be prepared to find and even use terms (in search! not in writing!) 
that are outdated or even offensive.



Have students/users document their search terms with:

• Collaborative editing

• Google Docs / Microsoft

• Padlet

• Jamboard

• Learning Management Systems

• Paper





Have students/users work:

• On own, in pairs, or as a class

• Breakout rooms

• Add or refine search terms list throughout whole search process



SECOND STEP



For live demos (Zoom screenshare):

• Not knowing answers

• Making mistakes

• Finding dead ends

It’s ok! Your job is to model how to think about searching, 
how to deal with dead ends, and how to try again.



“Proprietary eponym” shows how commonplace Google is. Concerns about that include:

• Mysterious algorithms

• Privacy concerns

• Bias against people (especially women and girls) of color
-- Safiya Noble, Algorithms of Oppression

• Alternatives: DuckDuckGo or StartPage
https://ahrefs.com/blog/alternative-search-engines/

Many students and users are not aware of the search engine at all, 
let alone personalized results

https://ahrefs.com/blog/alternative-search-engines/


• Have folks try their search terms for a bit to see what kinds of 
results they get.































• Live demos are ideal; in a small group let someone else “drive”

• Generous amount of time for 
individuals to do on their own, or groups in breakout rooms

• Track searches tried (terms, results) and add to brainstorm notes

• Or create a worksheet (GoogleDocs or MS 365, etc.)
Have students make a copy and complete
Save all in a shared folder, or send to you/prof



• Better results, more user-oriented

• It is helpful to suggest specific sites to search, especially on particular topics. 
But only do this after learning how to search.

• The next step is to train users to identify (through secondary sources and 
citation mining) and explore (through Google searches) repositories based on 
their topics. National museums, universities, .



At the end of a session, I will often suggest:

• Calisphere https://calisphere.org/ (I am in California)

• Digital Public Library of America https://dp.la/

• Smithsonian https://collections.si.edu/search/

• Library of Congress https://www.loc.gov/collections/

• DocsTeach.org (National Archives) https://www.docsteach.org/

• Europeana https://www.europeana.eu/

https://calisphere.org/
https://dp.la/
https://collections.si.edu/search/
https://www.loc.gov/collections/
https://www.europeana.eu/


• Expect reference questions

• One-on-one or small group consultations

• in class time (breakout rooms) or not?

• signup.com or Calendly to manage

• required or not?

• Primary source analysis skills are still needed!



THIRD STEP (Beyond the scope of this webinar)



• TPS Collective https://tpscollective.org

• Great content on site

• Plus: listserv, community calls, virtual events

• Join Slack: https://join.slack.com/t/tpsplanning/shared_invite/
zt-lmnxsdpy-KYCPVpzE8p412iDRqq4_kA (good for 30 days)

• TeachArchives.org 

• Library Juice Academy

• I am teaching “Primary Source Pedagogy” in March 2021

https://tpscollective.org/
https://join.slack.com/t/tpsplanning/shared_invite/zt-lmnxsdpy-KYCPVpzE8p412iDRqq4_kA


• Topics / subjects that are not well-represented by 
cultural heritage organizations

• People or communities

• More recent events

• The internet as subject







Thompson, Clive. “The most important thing 

on the internet is the screenshot.” 

Wired, March 24, 2015.



Watch DocNow.io 

for more on this



OR, MINING CITATIONS











FOR ARCHIVISTS

Please respond to the closing poll



• Get copies of the syllabus, the assignment, etc.

• Understand where you are in the class schedule, due dates

• Know where students are – skills, task, etc.

• Discuss instructor’s goals. Ask them to articulate. Help them refine.

• Set deadlines and expectations. You are a partner, not a service.

• Shorter is better on Zoom.



If you are part of a campus / larger library:

• Connecting from off-campus (VPN, proxy server, MFA)

• Library catalog (searches, filters)

• Research databases (A-Z list, by discipline)

• Many contain primary sources! Many are incredible!



• Follow me on LinkedIn or Twitter @robinmkatz

• Webinar materials available at robinmkatz.com/resources

• Opt-in to a very infrequent email when I posted new resources

• Contact page on my website, always feel free to reach out


